Taming Chaos
TO SECURE PEACE OF MIND

Businesses are experiencing chaos in the form of unsecured networks, fraud, communications
overload and digital distraction.

THE DISTRACTION DILEMMA
Voice and e-mail rule but video, chat and apps are catching up. Tools that should make us productive
are slowing us down and impacting bottom lines.
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PRODUCTIVITY
Productivity is near historic lows. Digitization promises significant
productivity-boosting opportunities but the benefits have not yet materialized
– McKinsey

MORE CHAOS, LESS SECURITY
As communications become congested it exposes networks to more risk like Shellshock, POODLE,
Heartbleed or BEAST. All new threats make us less secure.
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INTRODUCING ORACLE’S S.A.F.E. ARCHITECTURE:

Addresses the critical
security needs of Real
Time Communications

Offers a natural
progression
into machine
learning & AI

Deploy applications
based on needs

Open platforms,
cutting-edge computing
and network, server &
storage functionality

Blocks DoS attacks
& enables valid
communications

Protection from
cyber threats & fraud

Authenticates &
encrypts with the
same algorithms as
the U.S. government
(FIPS 140-2)

IT’S TIME TO ACT
Find out how Oracle can help you tame chaos.
Visit oracle.com/goto/safearchitecture
Contact Us Now
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